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ABSTRACT
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Chatbots are gaining popularity in different sectors of our everyday life: from virtual assistants

on our mobile devices, on different social media platforms to customer service agents on different

websites. Due to this popularity of chatbots there exist multiple ’platforms’ and ’frameworks’ of

varying characteristics for chatbot development. Hence, selecting the right ’platform’ or ’frame-

work’ for chatbot development is a problem and the outcome of a study to better understand these

frameworks can mitigate that problem to some extent.

Studying every intricate details of all of the existing chatbot development platforms and frame-

works in one single study is not feasible. In this thesis, two of the most popular open source

chatbot development frameworks (RASA Stack and Botkit) to study and some topics closely re-

lated to chatbot development were taken into account for comparison. Goal was to compare these

two frameworks and recommend which may be a better solution for chatbot development. Doc-

umentations of each framework were taken into account and two identical case study chatbots

were implemented using each framework to study these frameworks regarding those related top-

ics. Findings suggest, overall RASA framework would be more suitable for chatbot development

than Botkit.

Keywords: Chatbot, Conversational Agents, Chatbot Framework, Chatbot Platform, Framework

Comparison, Tool Comparison

The originality of this thesis has been checked using the Turnitin OriginalityCheck service.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Chatbots are not completely new technology. Chatbots came to existence as early as

1960s. However, chatbots are much more prevalent in the current days. Internet, the

emergence of social media platforms, e-commerce sites, sophisticated mobile devices,

and widespread adoption of all of these aspects by people across the globe have opened up

different use cases for chatbots. The rapid development of different technologies closely

related to chatbots such as artificial intelligence, natural language processing etc. have

also motivated developers to develop and integrate chatbots in their projects. Different

studies show growth of chatbots 1.4 billion people are willing to use chatbots and they use

messaging apps frequently (Suthar 2020). Studies also show chatbots can reduce about

30% of the customer support cost and so on (Reddy 2017). Overall, the global Chatbot

market size is expected to grow from USD 2.9 billion in 2020 to USD 10.5 billion by 2026

(ReportLinker 2021).

The growth of chatbots has led to the development of different types of chatbot develop-

ment platforms and frameworks. There are numerous chatbot development platforms (e.g.

Pandorabots, Manychat, Chatfuel) and frameworks (e.g. RASA, Botkit, Chatterbot) out

there. However, very little work exists to understand these tools. Outcome of studying

these tools may help chatbot developers to gain better insight of these and picking the right

one for their projects.

The purpose of this thesis is to study two such tools (RASA and Botkit) and attempt com-

parison between them. Reasons to select these two frameworks are: these two are very

popular chatbot development frameworks and are also open source. The comparison has

been done through a case study (by implementing identical chatbots: one using RASA

and one using Botkit;) and also studying the documentations of those two tools. Both of

those are open source chatbot development frameworks and are currently in use by many

chatbot developers. The thesis answers the following two research questions:

1. What are the main aspects we could use to compare the chatbot development tools?

2. How are these aspects analyzed when comparing the chatbot development frame-

works?
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The thesis is split into 7 chapters. Following this chapter, Chapter 2 gives an overall back-

ground regarding chatbots. This includes definition and types of chatbots, architecture of

chatbot systems based on different literature and chatbot development tools. Chapter 3

discusses studies that have done some sort of comparisons related to chatbots and factors

concerned by developers. These factors will be taken into account to compare the chat-

bot development frameworks (RASA and Botkit). Chapter 4 presents RASA and Botkit,

focusing on different components of these frameworks and how they work. Chapter 5

discusses the case study and both implementations of the case study (RASA implementa-

tion and Botkit implementation), followed by findings discussed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7

concludes the thesis.
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Chatbot

Chatbot, also known as chatterbot or a conversational agent, is a computer program that

can interact with a user by means of texting or verbal communication. It can also be

defined as a program with a certain level of artificial intelligence, which is capable of

communicating with a person or another chatbot in order to give the observer of the con-

versation the impression that the conversation is taking place with a real person instead

of a computer program (ZEMČÍK 2019). Purpose of a chatbot is to ease the exchange of

meaningful information without the need for a human agent, while the bot itself simulates

as a living entity. Chatbot technology was identified as one of 2016’s breakthrough tech-

nologies by MIT Technology Review (Zhi and Metoyer 2020). However, the concept of

chatbots emerged long before that.

The motivation behind building a chatbot came from Alan Turing’s “Turing Test” de-

veloped in 1950 (Belfin et al. 2019). According to Krol (1999), the test works like this:

an interrogator asks questions to two participants and participants will reply in the same

manner. One of the participants will be a computer and the other one will be a human.

The interrogator will be aware of this fact, but will not be informed which one of them

is the human and which is the computer. If the interrogator fails to identify which one is

the computer after communicating with both of those, it can be said that the computer has

passed the test. Meaning the computer shows intelligent behavior no less than a human.

“Turing Test” opened the door to chatbot development. The first chatbot named “ELIZA”

was developed by Joseph Weizenbaum in 1966. Eliza searched for keywords and pat-

terns in the messages and then replied based on the matches against predefined conditions

(Belfin et al. 2019). Eliza did make it’s users feel like they were communicating with a

human, but it failed the turing test. Followed by Eliza came Perry. It was developed in

1972 by psychiatrist Kenneth Colby. Perry was given the personality of a person with

paranoid schizophrenia. Perry did not pass the turing test either (PARRY 2020). The next

noticeable chatbot was developed in 1991 named “Dr. Sbaitso” (ZEMČÍK 2019). The

main objective of this bot was to perform speech synthesis. It was developed by Creative
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Labs from Singapore for MS DOS computers. This bot would act like a psychologist and

speak up to reply to the typed message of the user. Another noteworthy bot developed by

Richard Wallace debuted in 1995, named ALICE (Artificial Linguistic Internet Chat En-

tity). Alice did not pass the turing test, but won 3 Loebner prizes. “Loebner Prize” is the

winning prize of “Loebner Competition”, a competition that annually performs turing test

and was created by Hugh Loebner (ZEMČÍK 2019). There has been one chatbot named

“Eugene Goostman” passing the test, however that has been disputed (BBC 2014).

Major breakthroughs came in the 2000s from giant tech companies. IBM Watson, Mi-

crosoft’s Cortana, Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, and Samsung S Voice are the latest

developments in the chatbot paradigm. These technologies are popularly known as “Vir-

tual Assistants” or “Intelligent Personal Assistant” and are embedded with much more

sophisticated technologies such as artificial intelligence, voice interaction, Natural Lan-

guage Understanding (NLU) and so on.

Other than developments from leading tech companies, some of the recent works from

independent researchers include Gamebot (Zhi and Metoyer 2020), RARSS (Meng and

Schaffer 2020), CARO (Harilal et al. 2020), Minnesota State Chatbot system (Mekni et al.

2020), bot for supporting peer assessment (Lee and Fu 2019), entertaining and motivating

people (Deepika et al. 2020), stock analysis (Lauren and Watta 2019), advertising (Van

den Broeck et al. 2019) and numerous others.

Gamebot focuses on improving the context of statistical information of sports by visualiz-

ing them before providing them to the user. RARSS is a chatbot that can predict the travel

routes of football fans to the security staff by analyzing metadata of football matches and

specific patterns of travel routes of football fans. RARSS stands for Reporting Assistant

for Railway Security Staff. CARO is a chatbot that is capable of having empathetic con-

versations and provides medical advice to users with depression. In study by Lee (Lee and

Fu 2019) authors developed a chatbot that can guide students to perform peer assessment

and ensure quality of the peer feedback. Deepika et al. (2020) developed a bot using the

RASA framework named Jollity. This bot tries to entertain the user by suggesting arti-

cles, videos and images that may mitigate the user’s depression. Lauren and Watta (2019)

developed a bot utilising RASA framework for stock analysis. They incorporated stock

price retrieval, stock sentiment, latest financial news, stock prediction, and historical stock

price plots functionalities within the bot and deployed it on Slack, a messaging platform.

Van den Broeck et al. (2019) studied the new paradigm of advertising through chatbots.

Rise of facebook messenger has opened the door to this new paradigm. According to their

work usage of natural language, interactive buttons and menus provides a highly person-

alized, communicative and yet automated way. These attributes of chatbots are utilized

to provide meaningful services to the user. However, it is also important that chatbots
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do not become invasive when it comes to advertising which can have a negative impact

on user experience. They identified that ‘perceived intrusiveness’ of chatbots depend on

‘perceived helpfulness’ and ‘perceived usefulness’ by the user. The higher the perceived

helpfulness and perceived usefulness of the bot the lower the ‘perceived intrusiveness’ of

it is. Authors also suggest the negative impact of ‘perceived intrusiveness’ can be lowered

by assisting the user with the most relevant advertisements.

Chatbots are also considered as something with significant future potential for the health-

care field. Hence recent studies also include exploring the potential of chatbots regarding

delivering healthcare information, detect and treat certain behaviors. Recent Covid-19

pandemic has already demonstrated the significance of online healthcare for which chat-

bots can provide significant support. (Barnett et al. 2020)

The above mentioned works are only a fraction of works related to chatbot development.

Because of this growing popularity of chatbots, a good number of chatbot development

tools have emerged.

2.2 Types of Chatbots

There is no single well studied list of categories to categorize chatbots. Authors have

categorized bots based on different criterias.

Based on how they work, chatbots can be divided into 2 types: Rule based chatbots and AI

powered chatbots. Rule based chatbots basically work when particular commands have

been given or the user types in certain things. AI powered chatbots are more sophisticated

and hence much smarter than rule based chatbots. AI powered chatbots utilize machine

learning. This type of bots can predict and behave accordingly based on previous interac-

tions. (Hassan 2019)

Based on the accessibility of knowledge chatbots can be divided into 2 major categories:

Open Domain and Closed Domain. Open domain bots can talk about general topics and

respond accordingly. Closed domain bots have been defined as bots that specialize in

one area of knowledge. For example, a bot that can report sports news. It will not be

able to answer if asked about books or foods. Based on what type of service is provided

bots can be categorized into three categories: Interpersonal, Intrapersonal and Interagent.

Interpersonal bots are those that are not supposed to act as the user’s companion, rather

an information provider. For example, a bot that can book train tickets or a place in a

restaurant. Intrapersonal bots are those that are supposed to be the user’s companion.

They reside in the user’s messenger or slack channel and so on, can manage calendar

for the user, store user’s information. The last type: interagent bots, are bots that can

communicate with other bots and will be prevalent in IOT dominant ecosystems, where
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one bot may act as the service handler of other bots or manage communication between

bots and so on. (Nimavat and Champaneria 2017)

Based on goals bots can be divided into three categories: Informative, Conversational

and Task Based bots. Informative bots usually provide the user with information from

a static source (e.g. FAQ page of a site). Conversational bots are supposed to be more

broader in domain than informative bots. They are supposed to clearly understand what

the user is talking about and thenmaintain the conversation accordingly (e.g. Siri, Cortana,

Mitsuku). Task based bots are narrowed down to perform single purpose activities and

follow a certain flow to perform those tasks (e.g. Any sort of booking bots). (Nimavat

and Champaneria 2017)

Other than the categorizations given by Nimavat and Champaneria (2017), Adamopoulou

and Moussiades (2020) categorized chatbots based on 2 more parameters: human aid and

permissions provided by the development platforms. According to the first criteria chat-

bots can be divided based on how much human aid is provided to the bot to be functional.

The authors did not specify any specific numbers regarding the categories of bots in this

criteria. According to the second criteria, permission of the development platform or open-

ness of the development platform can be used to categorize chatbots as well. For example,

RASA stack (RASA 2020) is open source and bot development cloud platforms are not.

Hence RASA stack allows the developer to handle much granular details of development

of the bot, but cloud platforms do not since they act as black boxes.

Shum et al. (2018) categorized chatbots in three broad categories: task-completion con-

versational systems, intelligent personal assistants and social chatbots. Task completion

bots are supposed to execute one specific type of job. For example, reserving airline tick-

ets or providing only a specific type of information. These types of bot perform very

accurately when they have a well designed dialogue schema for a specific domain. Intelli-

gent personal assistants are multimodal bots that are usually deployed on user’s mobile or

computing devices. These bots can look up information for the user and also can proac-

tively assist users in certain activities (e.g. scheduling, reminding). The last category,

social bots such as Xiaoice (Spencer 2018), are bots that act as companions of the user.

The goal is to establish a sort of emotional connection with the user.

2.3 Architecture of Chatbot systems

Mohammed (Mohammed and Aref 2020) conducted literature review to study the archi-

tecture of chatbot systems. They identified four most commonly generic components of

any chatbot system architecture and these are: Natural Language Understanding (NLU),

Dialogue Manager (DM), Context Tracking, Natural Language Generator (NLG).
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The first component Natural Language Understanding (NLU), is responsible for these

three components: Topic Detection, Intent Analysis and Entity Linking. (Mohammed

and Aref 2020)

The topic detection component keeps track of the context and topic of the conversation.

It uses text classifier to extract keywords and identify topic (Galitsky 2019). Some other

examples of topic detection related works are identifying topics from noisy data (Denecke

and Brosowski 2010), detecting and clustering similar emails (Cselle et al. 2007), identi-

fying and extracting similar tweets (Benny and Philip 2015) and so on.

Intent analyzer identifies what the user actually is asking for, the intention from the text

input of the user (Hamroun and Gouider 2020). For example, the text ”I want to go to

movies” and the text ”I want to go to Vienna” are similar but have different intents of

the user. In one sentence the intent can be labelled as ”go_to_movie” and in the other as

”travel”. Intent analyzer extracts these different intents from those texts.

Entity linking is done by Named Entity Recognizer (NER) (Galitsky 2019). This compo-

nent extracts certain parts of the text and tries to map it into more meaningful data. For

example, the text ”I want to go to Vienna” may have the intent ”travel”, but there is also

the text ”Vienna” which can be mapped to an entity named ”place”.

Some notable examples of NLU tools are LUIS, RASA NLU and Wit.ai. At the begin-

ning all 3 require to be trained with at least some similar sentences for each intent. If those

sentences contain entities that are supposed to be extracted as well, those entities in each

sentence are needed to be pointed out as well. Once the tool is trained it can recognize

intent and entities (if there any) from new sentences that are similar but have not been

trained. These tools also come with prebuilt entity modules provided by the developers

to recognize certain types of entities. For example, LUIS offers ”personname”, ”date-

time”, ”number”, ”email” prebuilt entity that can identify a human’s name, a date or time,

numbers or email in the input text.

The second component DialogManager (DM), receives input from the NLU and produces

a response appropriate for the natural language generator (NLG) which in turn generates

the textual response for the user. DM can employ strategies like rule based, knowledge

based, retrieval based and generative based dialogue management (Mohammed and Aref

2020). These are discussed more in the following subsection.

The third component Context Tracking, is mainly responsible for coreference resolution

(i.e. Stanford CoreNLP, HuggingFace are tools capable of coreference resolution). The

goal here is to replace the pronouns in the dialogue box with the related nouns to provide

better user experience. (Galitsky 2019)
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Figure 2.1. Architecture of a chatbot system. (Galitsky 2019)

The fourth component NLG, performs two functions: filtering and ranking the input from

the DM and generating textual response or speech response from text using text to speech

techniques (Mohammed and Aref 2020). How it eventually produces a response depends

on what type of strategy was adopted. If it is a retrieval based system it will choose an

appropriate response from the predefined response list, if it is a generative based system

it will generate a response using machine learning technique and so on.

As figure 2.1 shows, a slightly different list of components and overall architecture is

given by Galitsky (2019). In his book the author listed the following components for

a chatbot system: Dialogue Manager, Multimodal Interaction, Context Tracking, Topic

Detection, Named Entity and their templates, Information Retrieval and Personalization.

From his book new components that were not taken into account by Mohammed and Aref

are: Multimodal Interaction and Personalization.

Multimodal Interaction is the component that handles other interaction modes of the chat-

bot other than just texts. This can be voice based, visual or combination of both. This type

of component can make use of image and video recognition techniques to make assump-

tions about the overall conversation. (Galitsky 2019)

Personalization is the component that takes input from the users related to his opinions,
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interests, personality and builds a model based on each user. The dialog manager responds

with replies curated based on the user’s profile it is interacting with. The goal of this is to

provide better user experience. (Galitsky 2019)

However, as figure 2.2 shows, Khan (2017) in his study has proposed a different overall

architecture for a chatbot system that takes into account other external factors like mes-

saging platforms, external services and so on.

According to this study the proposed architecture can be broken down into 5 layers: Pre-

sentation layer, Business layer, Service layer, Data layer and Utility layer.

The presentation layer covers 4 components: Channels, Mobile platform, Messaging plat-

form and UI components. An ideal chatbot should be integrable into various messaging

channels (i.e. websites, mobile apps) regardless of the operating system (i.e. Android,

iOS, Windows) or the messaging platform (i.e. facebook, telegram, whatsapp). Since all

of these differ in how they offer their respective user interfaces, the bot’s own common

user interaction features should be available through separate ui elements to support as

many platforms as possible, since users tend not to be bound with only one messaging

option. (Khan 2017)

The business layer is responsible for data manipulation and dialog management. Data

processing is the component that will filter out the relevant information from the collected

data from multiple sources (i.e. components from presentation layer, external services

from the service layer). Data formatting is the component that will convert the processed

data into the format needed for the target platform (i.e. some platforms support rich text

elements like images, buttons. Some platforms support only voice interaction). The dialog

manager will handle the flow of conversation with the user. (Khan 2017)

The service layer components are responsible for natural language processing (NLP ser-

vice) and providing access to internal and external data ( Data access service and External

service interfaces ). NLP service can be internally developed (i.e. RASA NLU in case of

RASA stack) or can be from external vendor (i.e. Botkit with LUIS NLU). Data access

service and External access services are a set of adapters or middlewares that convert data

from services into a format that are understandable by other components of the system

(i.e. botkit provides middlewares/platform adapters that can communicate with the target

platform like facebook or slack and can translate messages to and from into the format

that the bot can understand). (Khan 2017)

Data layer is responsible for storing and managing the data collected from the bot. Grad-

ually, data will grow and since other components will rely on effective access and manip-

ulation of the data, a reliable data storage design is needed. (Khan 2017)
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Figure 2.2. Proposed chatbot system architecture. (Khan 2017)

Components of the utility layer are not directly part of the chatbot system. However,

these components are part of the overall implementation of the chatbot architecture. For

example, since the bot will be in touch with multiple channels and platforms making itself

vulnerable, the security component is there to ensure secure communication. Once the

bot has been developed, tested and deployed, it should be easily pluggable across multiple

platforms. A generic configuration component enables that characteristic and makes the

system scalable. (Khan 2017)

Additionally, as figure 2.3 shows, they have also depicted the typical interaction flow

between a user and a chatbot. User first logs in on the channel (i.e. a website, an app)

and chooses the chatbot available on the platform. As the user starts interacting with the

chatbot, at first the chatbot application running on the server verifies the source of request

(i.e. a message event request from a slack chatbot will be processed by the server if it

has the clientid and clientsecret provided by slack platform stored in it). After verification

the incoming message is fed to the natural language processor externally running on other

cloud servers (i.e. Wit.ai, Luis) to extract intent and entities (step 7 in figure 2.3). Next

based on what logic has been implemented in the back end for that intent another external

request may be made to get stored data (i.e. request to mongodb cloud server) (step 12
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Figure 2.3. Typical interaction flow of a chatbot system. (Khan 2017)
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in figure 2.3). Finally another request may be made to gain other type of external service

(i.e. collect weather data, latest news update). Once all these actions are done (extracting

intent-entiy, querying database for previous data if needed, getting data related to what

type of service the chatbot is supposed to provide at the end), the final response along with

other security related info is put together in a format that the target channel understands

and then the server replies with that message object (step 21 in figure 2.3). Finally, the

channel unpacks the message and shows the response to the user on the fron tend.

2.3.1 Dialog Management in Chatbots

As mentioned in the previous section, DM can employ strategies like rule based, knowl-

edge based, retrieval based and generative based dialogue management (Mohammed and

Aref 2020).

Rule based systems consist of a set of rules, facts and an interpreter that controls the ap-

plication of those rules (Grosan and Abraham 2011). Rule based chatbots are the simplest

form of chatbots. Rules can be a set of patterns, a set of keywords, regular expressions,

collection of if-else conditional statements, decision trees and so on. Decision trees are

most effective when variants of possible conversation paths are already known (Castle-

Green et al. 2020). However, if new conversation path emerges decision trees require

manual updates to support the new path. Hence when the chatbot application grows, man-

aging decision trees to support all paths can become complicated. An example of decision

tree chatbots are menu based chatbots. These chatbots give user a list of menu buttons to

select from and tries to narrow down to a certain goal at every step of the conversation

based on what option the user has selected.

A knowledge based system is a computer program that can not only collect but generate

new data from the available data. It consists of two components: a knowledge base and

a program called inference engine. The inference engine applies rules to deduce new

knowledge from the knowledge base. (Akerkar 2010)

Retrieval based system mostly utilizes a search engine. It will first generate a set of candi-

date responses using the search engine and then it will try to calculate similarities between

the message text and the candidate responses. Based on the similarity it will reply with

the most suitable candidate. How the similarity is calculated may differ from one system

to another. (Wu et al. 2018)

Retrieval based systems can also utilize neural networks. Swanson et al. (2019) developed

a neural model for retrieval based chatbots. The model takes context and responses as

input. Context is the concatenation of all texts in the conversation and responses are a

predefined set of response texts. The model performs statistical calculations and then
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Figure 2.4. System overview of a retrieval based chatbot (Surendran et al. 2020)

predicts the best pairs of context and response. The response with the highest probability

score for that context is chosen as the reply.

Surendran et al. (2020) propose a retrieval based chatbot in their study. The chatbot of

their study is a bus ticket booking system. Figure 2.4 shows the simplified architecture of

that chatbot system. The system contains a predefined set of query and responses with in-

tents. Later on it uses this data set to select the response and reply. Hence when retraining

this data, set is updated with newer queries, responses and the intents to keep the bot up-

dated. To reply to an input or query, first this chatbot filters out unnecessary information

from the input, applies bag-of-words model which is one of many feature extraction meth-

ods and then feeds that data to the neural model. The model then produces a list of intents

with probabilities which is read as input by the response generator. From that predefined

data set, response generator finds out the query that has the highest probability match of

intent coming from the neural model. Then it replies with the corresponding response of

that query found in the predefined data set.

Generative based systems utilize statistical machine learning techniques. The idea here is

to embed the incoming text message into a neural network and generate the most possible

response text from it. (Wu et al. 2018)

Usually generative chatbots are implemented using seq2seq technique, a machine learning

approach developed by Google for translation purposes. It uses two long short-term mem-

ory networks: one for encoding and another for decoding. The purpose is to produce one

sequence from another. Long short-term memory networks are also known as LSTM. An

LSTM is a variation of recurrent neural network, also known as RNN. Generative chat-
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bots feed previous conversations, question-answer pairs and so on through the encoder,

feeds the encoded input into decoder which in turn generates the new textual response.

(Kapočiūtė-Dzikienė 2020)

2.4 Chatbot Development Tools

Some of the most popular options to develop chatbots are Google’s Dialogflow (Google

Dialogflow 2020), IBM’s Watson Assistant (Watson Assistant 2020), Amazon Lex (Ama-

zon Lex 2021), Botpress (Botpress 2020), Botkit (acquired by Microsoft in 2018) (Botkit

2020), Botman (open source PHP framework) (Botman 2020), Microsoft Bot Framework

(Microsoft Bot Framework 2020), Rasa Stack (RASA 2020), Wit.ai (WIT 2020), Chat-

fuel (Chatfuel 2020), Manychat (ManyChat 2020), Tars (Tars 2020), FlowXO (FlowXO

2020), SAP Conversational AI (formerly known as Recast.ai) (SAP 2020), Pandorabots

(Pandorabots 2020), MobileMonkey (MobileMonkey 2020) and there are many others.

These tools can be divided into 2 basic types: platforms and frameworks. Chatbot devel-

opment platforms are web based software (also known as SAAS) that provide developers

an online ecosystem to design, mock, and deploy a chatbot (Janarthanam 2017). The main

advantage of chatbot development platforms is that they require minimal programming ef-

fort. On the other hand, chatbot development frameworks, also known as SDK libraries

for chatbot development, offers developers the programming modules to manage conver-

sations of the chatbot programmatically (Janarthanam 2017). Chatbots developed using

a chatbot development framework needs to be deployed and maintained separately on a

server.

Due to the existence of so many options for chatbot development, a need for comparing

these tools exists. However, as far as the knowledge of the author of this thesis goes, there

has not been much work done regarding the comparison of these tools.
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3. CONSIDERATIONS IN CHATBOT

DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Comparative Studies

Comparing the chatbot development frameworks mentioned in the previous section can

produce guidelines that can ease chatbot developers’ efforts when it comes to choosing

the right tool for their purpose. Very few comparative works that have been found during

the writing process of this thesis are related to the chatbot development frameworks or

platforms themselves. Most of them are related to other aspects of chatbots (e.g. natural

language understanding, deployment platforms).

Pérez-Soler et al. (2021) in their study attempted to compare 14 chatbot platforms and

frameworks based on many criteria. They categorized those criteria into two major fac-

tors: Technical and Managerial. They attempted to check how many of those criteria are

fulfilled by those platforms and frameworks. This thesis is similar to their work. The

author of this thesis attempted to compare the subject frameworks by using case studies

based on the factors found in Abdellatif’s (Abdellatif et al. 2020) work.

Shah (2019) attempted to compare chatbot development platforms and frameworks based

on 8 criteria (e.g. Online Integration, License). Based on the descriptive documentation

of these platforms and frameworks, he suggested Google’s DialogFlow to be the best for

chatbot development.

Patil et al. (2017) compared cloud platforms supporting chatbots. Authors have done

comparisons between Microsoft Azure Cloud (Microsoft Azure 2008), Heroku (Rockford

2017) and IBMWatson (Watson Assistant 2020) by developing chatbots for each platform.

All three of them support almost similar messaging platforms. Except Heroku all of them

offer natural language processing services.

Zubani et al. (2020) attempted to evaluate four popular natural language processing op-

tions IBM Watson (Watson Assistant 2020), DialogFlow of Google (Google Dialogflow

2020), Wit.ai of Facebook (WIT 2020) and LUIS of Microsoft (LUIS 2021). They needed
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to develop a virtual assistant for their e-learning platform DynDevice and evaluated the

platforms in Italian language support. Their main focus was to compare the accuracy of

these tools with regards to intent detection for their dataset. Data were collected as user

requests which were being handled manually by their staff through their own conversa-

tional platform. The aim of their study was to identify the most suitable natural language

understanding tool for their future virtual assistant that would be able to support their

users’ requests. Their work shows Watson and DialogFlow detected the intents of user

requests most successfully, closely followed by LUIS and the least performance byWit.ai.

However, due to Watson’s support for the longer sentences for intent classification than

DialogFlow, Watson was eventually chosen for their virtual assistant.

3.2 Chatbot Development

There exists no published set of metrics that can be used to compare bot development

tools. Most of the chatbot related studies are related to proposing chatbots to execute a

particular task rather than about developing the bot itself. Hence little is known about the

specific challenges developers face when developing chatbots. To focus on the develop-

ment itself, Abdellatif et al. (2020) conducted a thorough study of Stackoverflow posts to

figure out what are the most relevant issues related to chatbot development. They scraped

stackoverflow posts, filtered out the ones that are not related to bot development, identi-

fied relevant tags from the remaining scraped data and then divided the posts into 5 main

categories that are integral to the chatbot development paradigm. These are: Integration,

Development, NLU, User Interaction and User Input. These 5 categories were further

broken down to 12 subcategories. (Abdellatif et al. 2020)

3.2.1 Integration

This category covers the issue of integrating the bot with various messaging platforms

available. At the moment of writing this thesis, there exist messaging platforms like Face-

book Messenger, Slack, Kik, Telegram, Skype, WeChat and so on. A business site can

have a bot widget itself to handle customer support continuously at any moment of the

day or night. The existence of a large number of messaging platforms and the necessity

of integrating a chatbot on a live website demand the bot development framework or the

platform to provide support for a multi faceted interface to seamlessly integrate the bot on

the required channel. According to Abdellatif et al. (2020), about 28.6% of the dataset

of their study contained developers’ questions related to this category, which is also the

category containing the highest number of questions from the developers.

Other than integrating the bot with the appropriate platform, authors included 2 more top-
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ics in this category: API calls and NLU integration.

API (Application Programming Interface) calls made using a URI from a piece of software

to another running application to get some data relevant to the calling application. A

chatbot system makes api calls from the integrated platform to the server where the actual

bot is running, the bot running on the server can make external api calls to gather data to

generate the response needed for the reply message and finally bot will need to make api

call to the messaging platform itself to send the newly generated response. According to

Abdellatif et al. (2020), 264 posts out of 1115 posts of integration category in their study

were of ‘API Calls’ subtopic.

NLU integration is the subtopic of integrating NLU tools with the bot system. Some note-

worthy examples of NLU tools are Wit.ai, LUIS, RASA NLU, Stanford CoreNLP and

API.AI. External NLU support is needed when the bot development framework or the

platform itself does not provide NLU support (e.i. Botkit ). In that case the bot develop-

ment tool has to provide “middleware” where the external NLU tool can be plugged in to

make the bot understand natural language typed by the user. For example, Botkit does not

have its own NLU tool but provides middlewares for Microsoft LUIS, Wit.ai and so on.

3.2.2 Development

Development category has posts related to three topics: General Creation/Integration, De-

velopment Frameworks, Implementation Technologies. The first topic is related to basic

questions of chatbot creation. Despite being trivial this is the most popular type of ques-

tions developers ask about, which suggests that there is a lack of simpler documentation

regarding setting up a chatbot. The second topic is related to different chatbot frame-

works. This topic covers questions related to different configurations or features of the

frameworks. The third topic is related to implementing specific features using different

chatbot frameworks. In this thesis we’ll focus on the third topic, namely types of testing

that can be implemented using the subject frameworks. This category also covers posts

related to back end development of the chatbot system and it’s core functionalities.

3.2.3 NLU

Abdellatif et al. (2020) divided the NLU category into 2 subtopics: Intents and Entities

and Model Training.

Intent and Entities are two core elements of any natural language understanding service.

Intent is what the user means with a particular sentence or utterance, which can be any

sentence other than a request or question. Entities are the relevant pieces of information
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that are meaningful for that particular intent. (Zubani et al. 2020)

For example, a one word sentence like “Hello” can have the intent “greeting” and a sen-

tence like “Is the meeting room 20 in building A available tomorrow after 10am?” can

have an intent of “availibility_check” and entities like: “room”, “place”, “time” with val-

ues respectively “20”, “building A” and a timestamp.

The NLU model is the output of a machine learning algorithm that represents rules, num-

bers, and any other algorithm-specific data structures required tomake predictions (Brown-

lee 2020). It is the “entity” that can take some input and then based on the pre trained data

can produce some output. NLU tools like LUIS, RASA NLU come with predefined mod-

els that can facilitate chatbot development (i.e. some of the prebuilt models that come with

LUIS are Calendar, Email and RestaurantReservation). Once the bot has been deployed

with a NLU tool plugged in, the more new data is validated and trained, the more accurate

the output of the model becomes.

3.2.4 User Interaction

Abdellatif et al. (2020) divided this category into 3 subtopics: Chatbot response, Conver-

sation and User interface. The category covers developer questions related to conversa-

tion design, generating response for the user and the graphical user interface (e.g. images,

menu buttons) of the chatbot.

In this study, only the conversational aspect was taken into account. An important aspect

that affect user interaction of a chatbot is how it remembers relevant information during

the conversation (Armstrong 2018). Being able to ’remember’ relevant data during the

conversation and how overall conversation proceeds has an impact on overall user expe-

rience. If the chatbot loses track midway through the conversation users get frustrated.

Discussion regarding these issues in cases of RASA and Botkit chatbots are covered in

this section of the findings chapter.

3.2.5 User Input

The user input category has no subtopic. This category is only related to validating and

storing a user’s input. Input validation is the process of ensuring that user is passing in the

right type of information into the system (Input Validation 2021). It can be ensuring the

right form of email on a web form, preventing any malicious input that may damage the

database, ensuring if a certain value is within range or if it exists in the first place and so

on.

In this thesis, to compare the chatbot development frameworks at hand, these 5 categories
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mentioned above will be taken into account. The idea is to study how these tools differ

from each other in these categories. Since these categories cover end to end issues of

overall chatbot development process (Abdellatif et al. 2020).
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4. CHATBOT FRAMEWORKS

The chatbot development frameworks subject of this thesis are RASA and Botkit. The

reason behind choosing these two frameworks are that these two are popular and open

source frameworks. Including other platforms/frameworks to study may require purchas-

ing the product and more time to complete the thesis. That did not seem reasonable at the

time of study. The following sections give an overview of how chatbots developed using

these frameworks work.

4.1 RASA

RASA, also known as Rasa Stack, is a popular open source chatbot development frame-

work that utilizes machine learning in python. It consists of RASA NLU and RASA

CORE. RASA NLU processes the incoming message and extracts relevant data (e.g. in-

tent, entities) and RASA CORE handles the dialog management process. Some examples

of RASA chatbots are Alpacabot (Alex the Alpacabot: a virtual real estate agent 2021),

Moltron (Moltron: educating users about machine learning 2021), Picpay (Connecting

Brazilian Families with Emergency Government Assistance 2021) etc. Most of these are

text based AI chatbots. For this thesis, the RASA version 2.0 was used to implement the

first prototype chatbot.

4.1.1 Key Features

File Structure

Once RASA has been installed, a project can be initialized with the ’rasa init’ command.

The files and folders that get created afterwards are:

• domain.yml

• config.yml

• actions.py

• data (folder)
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• credentials.yml

• endpoints.yml

Inside the data folder:

• nlu.yml

• rules.yml

• stories.yml

The domain.yml file contains names of all the possible intents, entities, slots, predefined

responses that the chatbot will use to respond to user, name of actions that the chatbot can

execute. This file represents the domain of knowledge of the chatbot.

The config.yml file is where the ’pipeline’ for the RASANLU and the ’policies’ of RASA

CORE is defined. The pipeline is a list of nlu components. Once new text is received from

the user, it is passed through these components to extract features like intents, entities, per-

form spell checking or tokenizing and so on. Rasa provides default nlu components, but

it is also possible to plug in custom component or pre trained NLU models (e.g. Spa-

cyNLP language model to extract context or meaning of text, Duckling to extract date,

number or currencies from text) here. Policies define which action to choose next to keep

the conversation going. Policies are a combination of both machine learning (e.g. Trans-

former Embedding Dialogue policy also known as TED Policy, Memoization policy) and

rule based (e.g. Rule policy) policies. TED policy does entity recognition and predicts

the next best action (function to executed defined in actions.py file). Memoization policy

tries to find a match of a story described in the training data and if found predicts the next

action from the matched story (we will go through rules, stories, slots, forms and similar

features in the following texts).

The actions.py contains ’action’ classes, each of these define two methods: name and run.

name method returns the name of that action (which is also listed in domain.yml) and run

method executes whatever the developer wants the chatbot to execute (e.g. external API

calls, database manipulation, modifying slot values so that next actions can be influenced).

Anything that the chatbot needs to actually do is defined here. Actions will be discussed

in the following section.

The data folder contains three yml files: nlu, rules and stories. These three files are sup-

posed to contain training data for the chatbot. nlu.yml is where example texts (with entities

if applicable) of each entities is provided. Rules are collections of intent and actions com-

bined. The order in which intent and actions are listed in these collections, is the order

the way these collections get executed. Stories are similar collections like rules, however

stories represent a starting point and an end goal. The purpose of stories is to identify
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similar conversation and predict the correct action in run time.

The credentials.yml file contain entries related to authentication purposes of messaging

platforms. For example if the chatbot is supposed to run on slack, this is where slack

token and signing secrets are kept.

The endpoints.yml file contains endpoint entries (if needed). For example, an endpoint to

access the models if the models are kept on a cloud server, an endpoint to access Rasa X.

Rasa X is a web application that can be used to train the chatbot interactively.

Functionalities

The building blocks of conversation in RASA are: Responses, Rules, Forms and Stories.

Slots and Conditionals influence the branching of the conversation. In the following texts

these features of RASA will be discussed.

• Responses

Responses are the strings the chatbot uses to reply to the user. Other than strings rasa

supports rich elements like images and buttons as well. Responses are defined under

the ’response’ keyword in the domain.yml file. Each unique type of response is in turn

defined under the ’utter_response_name’ key word. Each response can have multiple

response strings, in that case the chatbot selects one randomly from the available ones.

Response strings support variables in them and can also be customized based on which

type of platform the response is being sent to. The following is an example of a rasa

response:

1 responses:
2 utter_how_are_you:
3 - text: Hey {name}, how are you?
4 - text: Hello {name}, how have you been?
5 buttons:
6 - title: great
7 payload: /good
8 - title: sad
9 payload: /bad
10 - image: https://i.imgur.com/nGF1K8f.jpg
11 channel: slack

Example 4.1. Utterances for bot in RASA

In this example the chatbot randomly picks one of the ’text’ responses for the how are

you response containing a variable named ’name’ unless the user is chatting on Slack

(since the ’channel’ key has been defined as ‘slack’. In that case, it will reply with the

image defined at the ’image’ key.). One of these responses contains buttons. If the user
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is chatting on Slack then the response with the image is chosen. There are 2 ways rasa

attempts to invoke a response in the first place. One way is from rule or stories. Other

way is from the run method defined in an action. The former case will be covered in

the following texts, in the later case rasa calls ’utter_message’ using dispatcher like this:

dispatcher.utter_message(template=’utter_how_are_you’, name=’Bezalel’).

• Rules

Rules are rasa’s version of ’if-else’ statements. Rules represent a simple snippet of conver-

sation. These ’snippets’ are supposed to follow fixed paths. A rule can start a conversation

or can be a part of an ongoing conversation. Both rules and stories can be influenced to

flow into different branches using conditionals. The following code block shows 2 exam-

ple rules:

1 rules:
2 - rule: User wants to see balance
3 steps:
4 - intent: check_balance
5 - action: action_check_balance
6

7 - rule: User wants to see available games
8 steps:
9 - intent: show_available_games
10 - action: action_show_available_games

Example 4.2. Rule definitions in RASA

• Forms

Form is how rasa collects a set of information for a single purpose. Forms are defined

under the ’forms’ keyword in domain.yml file. Each form definition contains a list of slot

keys that represent the data that needs to be collected. In the Example 4.3 these are genre,

platform, price and rating:

1 forms:
2 preferences_form:
3 genre:
4 type: from_text
5 platform:
6 type: from_text
7 price:
8 type: from_text
9 rating:
10 type: from_text

Example 4.3. A form declaration in RASA
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The ’type’ indicates from which source the value of the slot will be filled up. In the given

example, the ’genre’ slot is supposed to be filled up by whatever response text user types

in. Other options for ’type’ can be ’from_intent’, ’from_entity’ and so on. In those cases

the NLU component extracts those values from the text and fills up the slot.

A list of utterances for specific slots for specific forms are defined in the domain.yml

file. The shape of the keyword is ’utter_ask_<FormName>_<SlotName>’ to define

utterances. These utterances are used by the chatbot to prompt the user for responses, so

that the chatbot can extract the required values to fill up the slots, hence filling up the form.

With the intention of filling up the ’genre’ slot of the ’preferences_form’ utterances can

be defined under the ’utter_ask_preferences_form_genre’ key (rasa expects one key for

each slot and there can be multiple utterances under each key) and some examples can be

like this:

1 utter_ask_preferences_form_genre:
2 - text: What kind of games do you like (e.g. Action , Adventure)?
3 - text: What genre you like the most? Is it Strategy or RPG?
4 - text: What is your preferred genre of video games?

Example 4.4. Utterances to collect the slot ’genre’ of ’preferences_form’

Once the form has been activated these utterances are used by the chatbot to prompt the

user and get responses so that the slots of the form can be filled up. After all of the slots

have been filled up, the form is automatically stopped. Forms are activated through action

keys from ongoing rules or stories. Example 4.5 is one such rule.

1 - rule: Activate form
2 steps:
3 - intent: update_preferences
4 - action: preferences_form
5 - active_loop: preferences_form

Example 4.5. Form activation to collect user data.

It is also possible to stop an activated form midway if necessary.

• Stories

Stories are larger set of rasa rules that represent a conversation from start to end. Stories

can be broken down into smaller stories that can be interlinked using checkpoint keywords

for branching purposes. Stories are the recommended way of designing rasa conversa-

tions. Once the chatbot is trained using the ’rasa train’ command, the models produced

use stories to generalize and predict the path of unseen conversation based on stories they

have been trained on. Following is a codeblock of example stories:

1 stories:
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2 - story: beginning of flow
3 steps:
4 - intent: greet
5 - action: action_ask_user_action
6 - checkpoint: check_asked_question
7

8 - story: handle user affirm
9 steps:
10 - checkpoint: check_asked_question
11 - intent: affirm
12 - action: action_handle_affirmation
13 - checkpoint: check_flow_finished
14

15 - story: handle user deny
16 steps:
17 - checkpoint: check_asked_question
18 - intent: deny
19 - action: action_handle_deny
20 - checkpoint: check_flow_finished
21

22 - story: finish flow
23 steps:
24 - checkpoint: check_flow_finished
25 - intent: goodbye
26 - action: utter_goodbye

Example 4.6. Story branching using checkpoints

The conversation starts when the user greets. The chatbot responds by asking a question

and after that a checkpoint is set. Based on how the user responds (affirms or denies) the

story goes in one of the two directions created using checkpoint. Both direction ends up to

another common checkpoint (check_flow_finished). That part of the story flows towards

the end of the conversation.

• How ’intent’ and ’action’ keys work in rules or stories

To understand how ’intent’ and ’action’ keys written in rules and stories an example sce-

nario from the case study implemented in the following chapter is discussed here:

The scenario is the user wants to buy some games and trying to add them in shopping cart.

The nlu.yml file contains training data for the intent ’add_to_cart’ like this (the actual

file contains more utteracnces under the ’examples’ key):

1 - intent: add_to_cart
2 examples: |
3 - Add [Ryse: Son of Rome](game) to cart
4 - Include [Grand Theft Auto V](game) to cart
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5 - Add [Vampyr](game) and [Ryse: Son of Rome](game) to cart
6 - Add [Ghost of Tsushima](game) and [Vampyr](game) to cart

Example 4.7. Sample strings with entity ’game’ to identify the intent ’add_to_cart’

When the user inputs text that is similar like the above code snippet (e.g. ’Include Grand

Theft Auto V to cart’), rasa nlu identifies the intent and extracts the entity (’add_to_cart’

and ’game’with value ’Grand Theft Auto V’) from the text. The rule defined in rules.yml

for this intent is this:

1 - rule: Add game to cart
2 steps:
3 - intent: add_to_cart
4 - action: action_add_to_cart

Example 4.8. The rule triggering ’action_add_to_cart’ action

So the action written in actions.py for ’add_to_cart’ is executed. For this example it

looks like this:

1 class ActionAddToCart(Action):
2 def name(self):
3 return "action_add_to_cart"
4

5 def run(self, dispatcher , tracker , domain):
6 \\ Do something (e.g. API Call, Database Manipuation , Update slot

values)
7 dispatcher.utter_message(template='utter_added_to_cart')
8 return []

Example 4.9. What ’action_add_to_cart’ actually does

The run method is where the actual side effects by the chatbot takes place. It takes three

parameter objects: dispatcher, tracker and domain. ’dispatcher’ object is used to send

messages back to the user. ’tracker’ keeps information related to the ongoing conver-

sation (e.g. extracted intent and entities of the latest message, slot values). ’domain’ is

the entire content of the domain.yml file in object form. For this example, once run has

been called and side effects have taken place, the chatbot randomly replies with one of the

’utter_added_to_cart’ utterances. ’utter_added_to_cart’ is defined in domain.yml file

like this:

1 utter_added_to_cart:
2 - text: I have added those games to your cart.
3 - text: Games added to cart.
4 - text: Items added to cart.
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5 - text: Ok, I have added them to cart.

Example 4.10. ’dispatcher.utter_message’ in ’run’ method of Example 4.9 uses one of

these utterances under ’utter_added_to_cart’ randomly

4.1.2 Workflow

Figure 4.1 shows the overall architecture of RASA framework. The input/output channels

are the frontend of the chatbot application (e.g. Facebook Messenger, Slack, MS Teams).

Once the text input from the user has been acquired it is passed through the NLU pipeline

to extract intent, entities. Based on what intent has been extracted and what rules or stories

were defined in the training data, dialog manager calls the appropriate action. The call to

the action is served by the action server which may make request to other external services

to serve the call. Tracker store is used to save the conversation tracker. By default the

tracker is kept in memory, but it is possible to attach external database to save tracker

objects. Lock store is used to save conversation locks. Rasa uses ticket lock mechanism

to maintain the synchronicity of the conversation. Like tracker store unless provided,

conversation locks are stored in memory. Trained models are accessed from a file system

like local hard disk or an http server or an external cloud (e.g. AWS) where they are kept.

Figure 4.1. RASA Stack architecture (Rasa Architecture 2021)
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4.2 Botkit

Botkit is an open source node.js library for chatbot development by howdy.ai (recently

acquired by Microsoft). It offers certain functionalities that can be used to develop rule

based chatbots written in JavaScript. Which chatbots have been developed using Botkit is

not well documented. However, around 10000 chatbots have been developed using Botkit

so far (Botkit 2020).

In this chapter, the key features subsection provides an overview of the functionalities

of Botkit framework and the workflow subsection provides the workflow of a chatbot

developed using Botkit framework. Botkit version 4.10.0 was used to develop the Botkit

case study chatbot for this thesis.

4.2.1 Key Features

File Structure

To get started, Botkit offers the following command: ”npm install -g yo generator-botkit”.

Once this command is run, the developer needs to input a set of initial information regard-

ing the chatbot (e.g. name, platform, database url, client id, client secret). Once the inputs

are provided the barebone chatbot project is created. Inside the ”root” project folder, files

and folders are the following (excluding other files and folders such as node_modules or

.env file), in case the chosen platform was web (the chatbot will be run on a browser):

• features (folder)

• sass (folder)

• public (folder)

• bot.js

The ”features” folder contains multiple js files.

• routes_oauth.js

• sample_echo.js

• sample_features.js

Each of these js files export a function that takes a ”controller” object as parameter. Inside

each of these js files, the actual conversations are designed using functions provided by

BotkitConversation class. Those will be discussed in the following sections.

The ”bot.js” file is the starting point of running the actual chatbot. This file saves the nec-

essary information that were initialized at the beginning when running the ”npm install ...”
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command stated previously. It creates an instance of the ”Botkit” class (this instance will

be referred to as ”controller” from hereon) and it take one object as parameter. This object

contains a key-value pair called ”adapter” which is an object itself. This ”adapter” object

is instantiated using corresponding adapter package for that platform (e.g. ”botbuilder-

adapter-slack” for Slack) and then it is passed as parameter while instantiating the ”con-

troller” object. This is how the controller object knows which platform the bot is talking

to. Then the scripts found inside the ”features” folder are loaded.

The sass and public folder contain the scss files, html file and css designs for the web page

that will render the chatbot.

However, this structure of bot.js and the other js files in the ”features” folder containing

the actual conversation designs is only a recommended approach by the Botkit developers.

Functionalities

Botkit comes with 8 classes: Botkit, BotkitBotFrameworkAdapter, TeamsBotWorker,

BotWorker, BotkitConversation, BotkitDialogWrapper, BotkitTestClient and TeamsIn-

vokeMiddleware. In this section we will only discuss the functions that are responsible

for overall dialog management:

• hears()

controller.hears() function is how the chatbot decides which type of sentence has been

written by the user. It takes 3 parameters: first parameter is a string or a list of strings or

regular expression or a function that returns true, second parameter is one or more events

and thirdly a handler function. This handler function can trigger designed conversation.

There can be more than one controller.hears() function in a js file that is inside the features

folder mentioned in the previous section. The first controller.hears() function that finds a

”match” from it’s first parameter, calls it’s handler (the third parameter) and the rest of the

controller.hears() are ignored. An example of controller.hears() function is in Example

4.11. This particular controller.hears() executes it’s handler (in line 14) when the first

parameter function (line 3) returns true (in this case, true is returned if a particular intent

is found in user’s text, line 5). The full example is in Appendix A.1.

1 controller.hears(
2

3 async (message) => {
4 try {
5 return message.intents[0].entities.intent[0].value.

localeCompare(INTENTS.UPDATE_PREFERENCES) === 0;
6 }
7 catch (err) {
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8 return false;
9 }
10 },
11

12 ['message'],
13

14 async (bot, message) => {
15 await bot.beginDialog('PREFERENCES');
16 }
17

18 );

Example 4.11. ’hears’ function example

The other 2 functions that can do a certain match and reply to the user are on() and inter-

rupts().

• on()

• interrupts()

controller.on() takes 2 parameter an event and a handler, interrupts take the same param-

eters as controller.hears(). controller.on() executes handler when a certain event has been

noticed (e.g. a new user has joined a channel on slack, a mention or a direct message).

controller.interrupts() executes it’s handler when a certain conversation needs to take place

regardless what the current conversation context is (e.g. if user types ’help’ show relevant

information immediately).

Once a ”match” is found through a hears() function, the designed conversation inside the

handler of that hears() function takes place. Conversations in Botkit are designed using

the following functions (defined in BotkitConversation class): say(), ask(), addAction(),

addMessage(), addQuestion(), addChildDialog(), addGoToDialog().

The object instantiated from the BotkitConversation class (from hereon will be referred

to as ”convo”) is used to call the above mentioned functions and layout the conversation

template. An example will be given in the following texts.

• convo.say() function simply takes a string as parameter and reply to the user using

that.

• convo.ask() function takes 3 parameters: a string question, a handler function that

gets called once the user has replied and a string as key that saves the user’s response

as it’s value.

• convo.addAction() takes two parameters, the second parameter is optional. Both

of these are strings that represent ’thread’ names. The first one is being created
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under the second one, if the second one was not provided then second one is ’de-

fault’ thread. Here ’thread’ does not mean a separate running process but merely a

different ’branch’ for the ongoing conversation.

• convo.addMessage() takes 2 parameters: the message itself and the thread it is

being assigned to.

• convo.addQuestion() is the same as convo.ask(), but it requires a thread name to

which it will be assigned as 4th parameter. It adds a question prompt reply of which

is stored in variable that can be used later on in upcoming part of the conversation.

• convo.addChildDialog() takes another convo object as it’s parameter. This child

dialog can be triggered from the parent dialog and once has been gone through, con-

versation returns back to the parent branch. This is one way to create a conversation

branch from within another.

• convo.addGoToDialog() takes another convo object as parameter like addChild-

Dialog(). However, unlike addChildDialog() conversation does not return to the

branch rather it ends when the target dialog branch is exhausted.

• convo.after() takes a handler function. Once the conversation is over this handler

function is called. Any post conversation operation can be done here (e.g. collecting

the values of variables and verifying them over and api call).

The code block in appendix (Example A.1) from the implemented case study, shows how

conversations are designed using the above mentioned BotkitConversation class func-

tions.

In case of Example A.1, once the chatbot is run, it loads the scripts in the ’features’ folder

and starts listening for certain events. A conversation object gets created with an id (line

3, ’PREFERENCES’), ’ask’ function is called to setup the script to prompt user with

4 questions (lines 5, 11, 17, 23), ’after’ is called to define what should be done once

this conversation is over (line 30) and this conversation is finally added to the controller

object (line 68). Finally controller.hears() is called and when condition is fulfilled the

conversation (with id ’PREFERENCES’) gets triggered (line 84).

4.2.2 Workflow

Figure 4.2 shows the workflow of Botkit chatbots. User inputs text through the front

end (e.g. Messaging Platforms, Custom Site). Controller instance calls external NLU to

extract intent, entity. Based on the intent match first ’hears’ function gets called, which

creates bot instance for the dialog that should be triggered. Once the dialog is triggered

conversation follows the scripted path that dialog has defined in it.
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Figure 4.2. Typical workflow of Botkit chatbot
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5. CASE STUDY

In this chapter we discuss the prototype chatbots that were developed to demonstrate and

compare the frameworks at hand. The following section discusses the conversation sce-

narios of the chatbot. This section is followed by two more sections each discussing the

corresponding implementation of the chatbot using the particular framework. Both of

the implementations use the same backend, which is discussed in the final section of this

chapter.

5.1 The Chatbot Application

The prototype application is a chatbot using which a user can simulate buying video games

through conversation. The chatbot can be categorized as a task based, closed domain

(discussed in Chapter 2) chatbot. In case of RASA, the prototype is also an AI chatbot. In

case of Botkit, the prototype is also a Rule based chatbot.

A user can ask the chatbot to show the available games. Once the list has been shown, the

user can ask to add or remove games to the buying cart. Then user can also ask whether he

can buy the games in the cart or not depending on the amount of money he has. If needed,

more balance can be added to the account or games can be removed from cart to make it

affordable. Once decided user can checkout, then the cost of the cart is subtracted from

user’s balance and games are added to the library. User can also ask to show the games he

has bought and also remove one or more of them if he wants. User can also ask the bot to

save his preferences of video games (genre, price, platform, rating) and show the available

games to buy after filtering according to his preferences. These are all the scenarios that

were implemented in both the RASA and Botkit prototypes (depicted in figure 5.1).

5.2 RASA implementation

The RASA implementation has 23 intents, 6 entities, 13 slots, 20 utterances with multiple

example texts, 15 actions and 1 form defined in it’s domain.yml file. It has 15 rules and 4

stories in rule.yml and stories.yml files and each intent has multiple example texts defined

in nlu.yml file. RASA comes with it’s own NLU component, when ’rasa train’ command
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Figure 5.1. Use cases of the chatbot application

is run the chatbot is trained using the nlu.yml, rule.yml and stories.yml file contents and

model files are generated and kept under the ’models’ directory. Each of the actions listed

in domain.yml file has a class definition in actions.py file. Since we have given examples

of each of these components and how they work with each other in the previous chapter,

we will skip discussing them in details here.

The chatbot was not deployed online. RASA comes with it’s own interactive development

tool named RASA X. Once the action server is run, the node backend is run, RASA X is

run using the ’rasa x’ command from the project directory. This runs rasa x locally in the

browser which gives an instance of the chatbot to talk to.
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Figure 5.2. Conversation in RASA X

Figure 5.2 shows a conversation snippet of the prototype fromRASAX. The code snippets

of Example 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 from previous chapter explains this particular conversa-

tion snippet from the point where user is asking some items to be added to cart and the bot

replies that it has added them. In this example, once user types in ’checkout’, the action

responsible, calls the node backend endpoint, which in turn updates user’s balance and list

of owned games. To make this type of calls ’aiohttp’ library was used in actions.py file.

5.3 Botkit implementation

The botkit implementation has a similar file structure as discussed in section 4.2.1. Ex-

cept after making necessary changes there were only 2 files in ’features’ folder (’prefer-

ence_form.js’ and ’sample_queries.js’) and there was another directory called ’helpers’

that contain 2 files: backend.js and intents.js.
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Figure 5.3. Wit.ai

One of the files in the ’features’ folder had a set of controller.hears functions which handle

one turn conversations (’sample_queries.js’). These functions check the intent and send

corresponding reply. The essence here is ’if intent is this, reply with that’. The other file

(’preference_form.js’) contains a controller.hears function that triggers a set of questions

to collect a set of data, given that the intent is so (Example A.1 in previous chapter).

Botkit does not provide own NLU support. To handle intent identification a third party

tool ’Wit’ was used. Wit is developed and maintained by Facebook (WIT 2020). It is

possible to train wit with sentences for particular intents and entities (Figure 5.3). Wit

was trained with same set of sentences and intents that were in nlu.yml file of the RASA

counter part and used to train the RASA chatbot. Botkit provides ’botkit-middleware-

witai’ middleware that was used to plug in wit with the botkit chatbot. The response of

the call to wit.ai, is attached by this middleware to the ’message’ object, that is passed as an

argument to the function (which itself is the first parameter of controller.hears functions)

that controller.hears calls to identify if it has found a match. Line 64 of Example A.1 in

Appendix A is where the message object is passed and line 66 is where the intent is being

checked.

The ’intents.js’ file exports an object that contains all the intents that the chatbot is ex-

pected to identify. If wit has identified one of these intents the chatbot replies accordingly.

The ’backend.js’ file contains the functions that perform the actual side effects. There are

3 types of functions that have been written in this file:

• Type 1: functions that call the node backend and returns the response
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• Type 2: functions that call the first type and based on the returned value returns a

set of strings

• Type 3: functions that call the node backend themselves and based on the response

returns string directly

The ’getRemoveGameFromLibraryMsg’ in line 5 of Example 5.1 is a ’Type 2’ function

that calls some ’Type 1’ function (in this case, removeGameFromLibrary of Example 5.2)

behind the scene and based on success or failure, that function returns certain strings, using

which the final response is sent to the user.

1 controller.hears(
2 ...
3 async (bot, message) => {
4 let nameOfGamesToRemove = message.intents[0].entities.game.map(

game => game.value);
5 let removeFromLibraryMsg = await backendFns.

getRemoveGameFromLibraryMsg(nameOfGamesToRemove);
6 await bot.reply(message , removeFromLibraryMsg);
7 }
8 ...
9 );

Example 5.1. Responding to user in Botkit chatbot

1 const getRemoveGameFromLibraryMsg = async (gameNames) => {
2 let remainingGames = await removeGameFromLibrary(gameNames);
3 if(!remainingGames) {
4 return [
5 'Something went wrong...couldn\'t remove from library'
6 ];
7 }
8 if(!remainingGames.length) {
9 return [
10 'Removed games. Library is empty.'
11 ];
12 }
13 else {
14 remainingGames = remainingGames.map(game => game.name);
15 remainingGames.unshift('Games removed. Remaining games are: ');
16 return remainingGames;
17 }
18 }

Example 5.2. How responses were created in the Botkit chatbot

The reason to separate ’Type 1’ functions by themselves is that in certain cases the chatbot

is not supposed to reply (line 39 in Example A.1) or ’Type 1’ function usages are over-
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Figure 5.4. Botkit chatbot running in browser

lapping in other functions. Decoupling functions in this manner made the controller.hears

functions leaner. Since Type 3 functions were not overlapping, they were not decoupled

in 2 parts.

The botkit implementation uses two separate backends. Once both of them are running,

running the ’npm start’ command runs the chatbot in the browser (Figure 5.4) and can

reply to the user.

5.4 Backend

Both of the chatbot implementation discussed in previous sections use the same backend

to handle query by the user. However, due to overcome a specific limitation (keeping track

of relevant information if needed) of Botkit another separate backend was also developed.
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This other backend does not access any database. Both of these backends were developed

using express in node.js.

A database was created on mongodb atlas (version 4.4) and was initially populated with

data collected from rawg.io (provides data related to video games and data that were col-

lected were names, ratings, platforms and genres). The database has 5 collections to store

these data for different scenarios (available games, purchased games, details of games and

so on). These database is accessed by the common node backend whenever changes need

to be made due to the user query on either of the chatbots.
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6. FINDINGS

In this section we discuss the findings based on the five considerations mentioned in chap-

ter 3 (under the ’Chatbot Development’ subsection). Findings of 6.1 are written based on

existing documentations of these frameworks. Findings of the remaining subsections are

based on the case study chatbots.

6.1 Integration

In this subsection, we discuss the overall platform coverage of RASA and Botkit.

RASA

RASAcan be integratedwith ten platforms: FacebookMessenger, Slack, Telegram, Twilio,

Google Hangouts, Microsoft Teams, Cisco Webex Teams, Rocketchat, Mattermost and a

custom website (RASA open source 2021). In each case platform specific credentials need

to be set in the credentials.yml file. There are two ways two integrate RASA on a cus-

tom website: REST and Websocket. In case of REST, the endpoints need to be specified

where the action server is running, the front end such as ’Chatroom’ (Chatroom: React-

based Chatroom Component for Rasa Stack 2020) for RASA will make the request and

server replies with the message object. Discussing the Websocket option is not possible

due author’s own lack of knowledge regarding Websockets.

Botkit

Botktit can be integrated with seven platforms: Webex Teams, Slack, Google Hangouts,

Twilio, Facebook Messenger, Microsoft Teams and a custom website (Botkit Core 2021).

Botkit has ’adapter’ classes for each platform. Instance of a platform specific adapter

is initiated with required credentials and controller object is created with that adapter to

make the chatbot chat on that platform. To integrate Botkit chatbot with a custom website,

developer has to instantiate a ’WebSocket’ instance on the front end send the message

object to the server. In that case, on the server the chatbot should be instantitate with the
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’botbuilder-adapter-web’ adapter. This adapter has methods defined to handle requests.

6.2 NLU

In this subsection, we discuss the type of NLU support of RASA and Botkit.

RASA

RASA NLU consists of the pipeline components. These components are customizable

and of six types: Language Models, Intent Classifiers, Entity Extractors, Tokenizers, Fea-

turizers, Selectors. Each of these types have several components to pick from (developed

by RASA or other open source communities). Once appropriate components have been

chosen and mentioned in the config.yml file, every time user inputs text, the text is passed

through the chosen components one after another (output of one component may require

as input for some other in some cases) to extract meaningful data from the text.

Language models (e.g. MitieNLP, SpacyNLP, HFTransformersNLP) are useful if down

the pipeline some other component utilizes word vectors to identify similar words. These

language models contain those pre trained word vectors. A word vector is a numerical

representation of a word. Each number in a word vector is a quantified representation of

a certain characteristic of that word (Introduction to Word Vectors 2018).

Intent Classifiers and Entity Extractors detect intents and entities. The default configura-

tion in the case study used DIETClassifier. It can identify both intent and entities based

on the training data. However, discussion regarding how DIETClassifier works under the

hood is not possible due to author’s limitation of knowledge. Some other intent classifiers

and entity extractors supported by RASA are: MitieIntentClassifier, SklearnIntentClassi-

fier, MitieEntityExtractor, SpacyEntityExtractor etc.

Tokenizers create tokens from input texts. Excluding the deprecated ones, RASA frame-

work can support 4 tokenizers: WhitespaceTokenizer, JiebaTokenizer (for Chinese lan-

guage), MitieTokenizer, SpacyTokenizer. Featurizers scan through the tokens and pro-

duce data that are fed to the intent classifiers or entity extractors for further processing. In

the case study, the default configuration was used. That has three featurizers by RASA:

RegexFeaturizer, LexicalSyntacticFeaturizer and CountVectorsFeaturizer. RegexFeatur-

izer scans through the tokens and tries to find matches for regular expressions (if any) in

the trainning data. LexicalSyntacticFeaturizer scans a token and checks if a token satis-

fies a certain feature (e.g. ’BOS’ feature indicates if the token is in the beginning of the

sentences or not). In case of LexicalSyntacticFeaturizer, RASA has a limited set of fea-

tures that can be checked (e.g. ’BOS’, ’EOS’, ’low’) and which ones are to be checked
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can be configured by the developer. CountVectorsFeaturizer creates ’the bag-of-words’

representation of the input text.

Selectors components (e.g. ResponseSelector) predict which response defined in the do-

main file will be chosen by the dialogue manager.

Botkit

Botkit does not have it’s own NLU support. However, it is possible to integrate seven

NLU tools with botkit chatbots: Microsoft LUIS, IBM Watson, Reacast.ai, Google Di-

alogFlow, RASA NLU and Wit.ai (Botkit Core 2021). Botkit developers recommend

Microsoft LUIS from these tools. In each case there are specific middlewares. Once the

middleware is initialized with the tools’ credentials and than attached with the controller

object, every time any text comes in from the user end, the middleware calls the NLU

server and attaches the response with the message object. In the case study Wit.ai was

used due to simplicity of the setup process.

6.3 Testing

Appropriate testing features can facilitate the overall development process and a better ap-

plication. There are different types of testing mechanisms in traditional applications: Unit

Testing, Integration Testing, Functional Testing etc. However, testing is rather different

in chatbot applications. In this subsection, for simplicity, we focus mostly on the type of

testing supported by the frameworks.

RASA

In RASA testing can be done in four ways.

The first one is using the ’rasa data validate stories’ command. The goal is to check if

there is any inconsistency in rules or stories. An ’inconsistency’ can be multiple intents

having same training data or multiple stories flowing in an inconsistent manner (Example

A.2 in Appendix A).

The second one is to use the ’rasa test’ command. To use this command, developer has to

write test stories with user replies first. Once the command is run rasa validates the trained

model by evaluating it against the test stories. The goal of this command to ensure if the

trained model can predict the right actions or not.

The other 2 test methods are for the NLU component. These are split test and cross-

validation. To split test first data is split using the ’rasa data split nlu’ command and tested
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using the ’rasa test nlu –nlu train_test_split/test_data.yml’. In case of split test training data

is split into 80/20 chunk. The model is trained with the bigger chunk and tested with the

remaining chunk. The last method is cross-validation. The command to cross-validate

is ’rasa test nlu –cross-validation’. The way cross validation works is: a fold value n (a

number, by default it is 5) is set with the command. In each fold rasa splits the training

data in n groups, keeps one group separate and trains a new model using the rest of the n-1

groups, tests the newmodel with the separated group, discards the model and moves to the

next fold. As the outcome of both of these test methods, for actions, intents and classifiers

used in the NLU pipeline rasa produces confusion matrix, histogram, list of errors and

overall report. The purpose of the confusion matrix is to show ’what is being confused

with what’, the purpose of the histogram is to produce an overview of the current state of

the NLU tools.

Confusion matrix is a 2d matrix where the horizontal axis represents what the action/intent

the model predicted and vertical axis represents what the actual action/intent was. If the

model made no mistakes the confusion matrix will have non zero value only across it’s

diagonal direction. If there is a non zero value in any other cell, that indicates the model

had mistaken predicting an intent for some other intent. In that case the developer will

need to update or add more training data that are distinguishable enough, so that in case

of identifying those intents the NLU pipeline does not get confused. Figure 6.1 shows

the test outcome of the case study chatbot. Initially it had non zero values in many non

diagonal cells, however at current state it has only three.

The histogram represents how many of the text samples (texts from training data) were

predicted correctly/incorrectly (for intent, entity or action) and at what confidence level

it was predicted. Figure 6.2 shows the current histogram for the intents of the RASA

case study chatbot. The two red bars, each at ’Number of Samples’ 1 and confidence of

0.60 and 0.42 mean two sample text strings were incorrectly predicted for wrong intent(s).

Green bars represent number of sample texts with correctly predicted intents. One green

bar at 0.84 confidence level has close to 20 sample texts, another around 25 sample texts

in training data at 0.87 confidence level and so on. Ideally there should not be any red

bars, most of the bars should be green and at higher confidence range. Initially the green

bars are less in numbers and of low confidence, opposite in case of red bars. However, as

training data is updated for mismatched intents in confusion matrix, histogram also start

to show better result (more green bars with higher confidence and opposite for red bars).

Botkit

In Botkit testing is done using themethods provided by the ’BotkitTestClient’ class. These

two methods are ’sendActivity’ and ’getNextReply’. Purpose of these two methods is
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Figure 6.1. Confusion matrix of the case study RASA chatbot

to test conversations. ’sendActivity’ takes a parameter, usually a string that the user is

supposed to type. ’getNextReply’ gets the next reply from the bot, that did not require

the user to send an activity. Once a ’client’ object has been created using a controller and

the id of the dialog to be tested, these methods are called to mimic the conversation. The

return value of these methods is an object containing the reply from the chatbot. This reply

can then be tested (whether is it returning the correct string or not) by using any javascript

testing framework. In the case study Jest was used in combination of these two methods

to test the conversations (an example in Appendix A.4 from the case study). Botkit has no

other testing mechanism than this.
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Figure 6.2. Intent histogram of the case study RASA chatbot

6.4 User Interaction

The ability to retain relevant information during the conversation and the overall flow

of dialogs can contribute positively or negatively to the user interaction. A smoother

conversation flow can contribute to overall better user interaction. Conversation flow that

breaks midway can leave the user frustrated. The following subsections discusses the two

frameworks regarding these issues.
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RASA

RASA framework offers two important features for overall dialog flow and conversation

management. These are: the ’slot’ feature and management of dialogs through machine

learning policies.

Slots are how the RASA chatbot keeps track of relevant information throughout the con-

versation and maintains context. Slots can be explained as variables or placeholders that

store some data. Slots can be used with (Example 4.3) or without forms. Other than stor-

ing data, based on whether a slot has been filled or not or what value it has, rules and

stories can be influenced to brunch out in certain ways. An example scenario from the

case study is when the user asks to show what items are in the cart. The ’cart’ slot has

a list of games if they have been added to cart previously, meaning the slot has already

been created. If the slot exists the chatbot responds with the slot value (in this case list of

games added to cart) otherwise responds with some other appropriate response.

The other feature of RASA that supports fluent user interaction is the way dialog man-

agement is handled. The flow of conversation is not scripted in RASA. Machine learning

policies handle dialog management. By default, three policies are used Rule Policy, Mem-

oization Policy and TED Policy. Rule Policy andMemoization Policy tries to predict what

action to do next based on rules (Example 4.2) and stories (Example 4.6) defined in train-

ing data. TED Policy predicts the next best action when the other two policies fail. Due to

this mechanism of selecting action from rules and stories to respond to user, the user can

ask the chatbot any other query at any point of an ongoing conversation and the chatbot

does not break. For example, when the form in Example 4.3 gets activated the chatbot,

to fill up the ’genre’ slot prompts the user using the utterances in Example 4.4. However,

instead of replying if the user wants to check his balance or wants to see list of available

games, since there are rules handling those situations (Example 4.2), the chatbot does not

break. In this scenario, the rule policy predicts the action from those rules, the chatbot

replies according to the action and then roles back to the activated form (Example 4.3),

prompting the user again for the ’genre’. The key point here is, the RASA chatbot can

handle this type of deviations without additional coding and does not fail in the midst of

an ongoing conversation.

Botkit

Botkit framework does not offer any mechanism to preserve relevant data throughout the

entire conversation. Hence, maintaining the context of conversation is not straightforward.

The only way Botkit chatbot can retain some information is through ’ask’ (Example A.1

lines 5 and 8) or ’addQuestion’ functions, where a key name is given to later access the
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response provided by the user. This key can be used, to access the response later on using

mustache template, to create conversation script with dynamic content (that response of

the user) in it. Mustache is a logic less template engine that can be used to inject dynamic

content into the response text (Mustache 2021). However, this retained information is

not persistent, since the conversation object (Example A.1 line 3) is different for each

conversation and destroyed after each function block. In the case study the other backend

was implemented solely to work around this issue. That backend would only serve an

array containing the current list of games in the cart. Since user can add/remove items

from cart until purchase is made, it was needed to keep this list of items in cart persistent

and Botkit can not handle such scenarios.

Conversation management is scripted in Botkit. Hence any deviation from the predefined

scripted path breaks the Botkit chatbot.

6.5 User Input

In both frameworks, user input is stored using objects (’Tracker’ object in case of RASA

and ’message’ object in case of Botkit. Objects are key-value pairs of data.). However,

this does not add any additional significance of one framework over the other.

In both frameworks, validating the intent of user utterance is done through the integrated

NLU tool. From the case study, for RASA this was done through RASA X, for Botkit this

was done through Wit.ai. In both cases, for new utterances the integrated tool predicts

the intent, sends it to the chatbot and keeps that prediction separate for the developer’s

validation. Developer can validate/invalidate and retrain the tool later on.

However, the way validation works in case of whether a user has input a correct data

differs in Rasa and Botkit. This is discussed in the following subsections.

RASA

RASA sdk’s ’FormValidationAction’ class can be inherited to enforce input validation.

For each slot of the form input a ’validate_<SlotName>’ method has to be defined. Once

the form gets triggered and user replies to chatbot’s prompts, each slot of the form gets

filled up through it’s validate method. Example 6.1 is a portion of the code block from

the case study where it checks if user has input correct ’genre’ by verifying with the node

backend. If not the chatbot notifies that and the slot ’genre’ is set to ’None’, which causes

the chatbot to prompt the user with the same question again to fill up that particular slot,

but not the other slots of the form. The advantage of RASA over Botkit here is that the

developer only needs to provide a validation method, the conversation itself is detached
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from this method.

1 class ValidatePreferencesForm(FormValidationAction):
2

3 def name(self):
4 return 'validate_preferences_form'
5

6 async def validate_genre(self, slot_value , dispatcher , tracker ,
domain ):

7 async with aiohttp.ClientSession() as session:
8 async with session.get(IS_GENRE_CORRECT , data={"genre":

slot_value}) as resp:
9 response = await resp.json()
10 if(response['correct']):
11 return { 'genre': slot_value }
12 else:
13 dispatcher.utter_message(template='

utter_preferences_form_wrong_genre')
14 return { 'genre': None }

Example 6.1. Input validation in RASA

Botkit

Botkit does not provide any dedicated mechanism for input validation. However, work

around is possible using convo.after() to insist user for correct input if mistakes were

found. From the case study, in Example A.1 convo.after() function (line 30) is used to

access the conversation variables. Node backend is called and returned values are checked

(lines 43 - 48) to verify if user has input correct data (e.g. a valid platform name or genre,

rating/price is numerical). If validation fails, the same conversation branch is triggered

again (lines 58 - 61) and the user has to reply through the branch again. The problem with

this work around is, regardless if one or all inputs were invalid, user has to engage in the

same conversation branch again from the beginning.

6.6 Summary

Table 6.1 summarizes the findings. In summary, the number of platforms supported by

both frameworks is close. Botkit does not have own NLU support and RASA has. Devel-

oping chatbots using Botkit will require external NLU support, leading to cost and privacy

issues. Developing chatbots using RASA has better test coverage as well. It is possible

to easily identify which training data is being mistaken by the model for which other one

(confusion matrix), are the new changes improving the model (histogram) over time or not

and so on. Test coverage in Botkit relies on external js library and only checks whether
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scripted dialogs are returning the correct strings for certain inputs or not. Since Botkit

does not have own NLU, there is no way to test or identify issues (if any arises) concern-

ing NLU, except manually tuning it. Flow of conversation is not scripted in RASA and

is in Botkit. Hence, deviation from one topic to other while chatting, breaks the Botkit

chatbot and does not break the RASA chatbot. RASA has input validation mechanism,

Botkit does not but it is possible to work around and enforce user to input correct values.

- RASA Botkit

Integration 10 platforms: Messenger,

Slack, Telegram, Twilio,

Google Hangouts, Microsoft

Teams, Cisco Webex Teams,

Rocketchat, Mattermost and

a custom website.

7 platforms: Webex Teams,

Slack, Google Hangouts,

Twilio, Facebook Messen-

ger, Microsoft Teams and a

custom website.

NLU Own NLU supprt. Customiz-

able, possible to integrate ex-

ternal NLU as well if needed.

Requires external NLU sup-

port. May lead to cost and pri-

vacy issues.

Development

(Testing)

Possible to test whether

dialogs have mistakes or not

(conflicting rules/stories),

trained model is working or

not, where in the training data

changes are needed (confu-

sion matrix, histogram).

Only possible to test whether

correct string is returned or

not for predesigned dialogs.

User Interaction Can keep track of context due

to ’Slot’ mechanism. Conver-

sation flow is dynamic. Chat-

bot does not fail as long as

conversation is on topic, even

if the user deviates.

Can’t keep track of context,

work around is possible but

not recommended. Conversa-

tion flow scripted, hence any

deviation from the scripted

path breaks the conversation.

User Input Input validation supported

(’FormValidationAction’

class)

Not supported inherently.

Work around is possible.

Table 6.1. Comparison summary of RASA and Botkit

Other than the points mentioned above, lines of codes written to develop the case study

chatbots can add some value to the comparison as well. In case of lines of codes, taking

into account only the parts that were related to conversation design and handling backend

functionalities from the chatbot: 958 lines of code were written to implement the RASA

case study chatbot (Table 6.2). 183 of these are related to the conversation itself (rules.yml

and stories.yml). 1040 lines of code were written to implement the Botkit case study

chatbot (Table 6.2). 435 of these are related to the conversation itself (preferences_form.js,
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File (RASA) Lines File (Botkit) Lines

actions.py 480 preferences_form.js 79

rules.yml 106 sample_queries.js 306

stories.yml 77 backend.js 419

domain.yml 295 intents.js 37

- - preference_form_prompts.js 13

- - preferences_form.test.js 42

- - bot.js 71

- - index.js 73

Total 958 Total 1040

Table 6.2. Lines of code of each case study chatbots developed in each frameworks.

sample_queries.js, intents.js, preference_form_prompts.js).

Overall RASA is more customizable than Botkit. Another factor to pick the right frame-

work from these two would be the scale of the chatbot application. If the use cases and

conversation paths are limited, then Botkit is a sufficient tool to implement that type of

scenarios. However, if the chatbot application is expected to support a growing number

of conversation paths then RASA would be a better solution for the project. The reason

is dialog management is not scripted in RASA, hence it require lesser amount of code

than Botkit to support new conversations (it also took lesser code to implement the same

conversations: 183 lines of code in RASA and 435 in Botkit for the case study chatbots).

This makes RASA more scalable than Botkit.
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7. CONCLUSION

Chatbots are becoming popular in different mediums (e.g. social media platforms, virtual

assistants in mobile devices, business websites) and due to this popularity a set of chat-

bot development frameworks and platforms have emerged. This study was an attempt to

compare two major chatbot develpment frameworks: RASA and Botkit. For the com-

parison, two identical chatbots were developed using each framework and a set of factors

werer taken into account. The comparison was done based on those factors, using the im-

plemented chatbots and existing documentations of these frameworks. According to the

comparison of this study, considering those factors, RASA is a more customizable and

provides better support than Botkit framework.

In this study, the implemented prototype chatbots were very simplistic. Only a few vari-

ants of conversations were implemented. Some other aspects such as types of UI elements

supported, testing using Botium, response time were not taken into account to simplify the

work. User experience of each chatbots was not tested thoroughly either. A possible fu-

ture work can be developing open source testing framework that can support both of these

framework, including Pandorabots in comparison which is a platform for contextual chat-

bot development and does not utilize machine learning etc. The factors that were taken

into account for comparison are very generic. In future works, for more effective compar-

isons, a more narrowed down approach over one or two area is suggested.
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APPENDIX A: CODES

1 module.exports = function(controller) {
2

3 let convo = new BotkitConversation('PREFERENCES', controller);
4

5 convo.ask(
6 'What kind of games do you like (e.g. Action , Adventure)? Give me

one genre name.',
7 async(res, convo , bot) => {},
8 {key: 'genre'}
9 );
10

11 convo.ask(
12 'What should be the maximum price of the game you would buy',
13 async(res, convo , bot) => {},
14 {key: 'price'}
15 );
16

17 convo.ask(
18 'Which platform you prefer (e.g. PC, Playstation 4)',
19 async(res, convo , bot) => {},
20 {key: 'platform'}
21 );
22

23 convo.ask(
24 'What should be the minimum rating of the video game (e.g. 4)?',
25 async(res, convo , bot) => {},
26 {key: 'rating'}
27 );
28

29

30 convo.after(async(variables , bot) => {
31

32 let genreCorrect , platformCorrect;
33 let preference = {
34 'genre': variables.genre ,
35 'price': parseFloat(variables.price),
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36 'platform': variables.platform ,
37 'rating': parseFloat(variables.rating)
38 };
39

40

41 try {
42

43 genreCorrect = await backendFns.isGenreCorrect(preference.genre);
44 platformCorrect = await backendFns.isPlatformCorrect(preference.

platform);
45 priceIsNumeric = backendFns.isNumeric(preference.price);
46 ratingIsNumeric = backendFns.isNumeric(preference.rating);
47

48 if(genreCorrect && platformCorrect && priceIsNumeric &&
ratingIsNumeric) {

49 await backendFns.savePreference(preference);
50 await bot.say('I\'ve updated your preferences.');
51 }
52 else {
53 throw new Error();
54 }
55

56 }
57

58 catch(err) {
59

60 await bot.say('Something went wrong...sorry we have to try again.
');

61 await bot.beginDialog('PREFERENCES');
62

63 }
64

65

66 });
67

68 controller.addDialog(convo);
69

70 controller.hears(
71

72 async (message) => {
73 try {
74 return message.intents[0].entities.intent[0].value.

localeCompare(INTENTS.UPDATE_PREFERENCES) === 0;
75 }
76 catch (err) {
77 return false;
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78 }
79 },
80

81 ['message'],
82

83 async (bot, message) => {
84 await bot.beginDialog('PREFERENCES');
85 }
86

87 );
88

89 }

Example A.1. Designing conversation in Botkit

1 - story: Conflicting Stories 1
2 steps:
3 - intent: greet
4 - action: utter_greet
5 - intent: mood_unhappy
6 - action: utter_cheer_up
7 - action: utter_goodbye
8

9 - story: Conflicting Stories 2
10 steps:
11 - intent: greet
12 - action: utter_greet
13 - intent: mood_unhappy
14 - action: utter_goodbye

Example A.2. Example of conflicting training data

1 describe('Test preferences dialogs', () => {
2

3 let controller = new Botkit({
4 webhook_uri: '/api/messages',
5 adapter: new WebAdapter({})
6 });
7

8 controller.addDialog(PREFERENCES_CONVO(controller));
9

10 test('preference form test', async () => {
11 let reply;
12

13 client = new BotkitTestClient('test', controller , 'PREFERENCES');
14

15 reply = await client.sendActivity('');
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16 expect(reply.text).toBe(PROMPTS.prompt1);
17

18 reply = await client.sendActivity('RPG');
19 expect(reply.text).toBe(PROMPTS.prompt2);
20

21 reply = await client.sendActivity('30');
22 expect(reply.text).toBe(PROMPTS.prompt3);
23

24 reply = await client.sendActivity('PC');
25 expect(reply.text).toBe(PROMPTS.prompt4);
26

27 reply = await client.sendActivity('3');
28 expect(reply.text).toBe(PROMPTS.reply);
29

30 });
31 });

Example A.3. Testing in Botkit

1 - intent: greet
2 examples: |
3 - hey
4

5 - intent: goodbye
6 examples: |
7 - good afternoon
8 - cu
9 - good by
10 - cee you later
11 - good night
12

13 - intent: affirm
14 examples: |
15 - yes
16 - y
17 - indeed
18

19 - intent: deny
20 examples: |
21 - no
22 - n
23 - never
24 - I don't think so
25 - don't like that
26 - no way
27 - not really
28
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29 - intent: mood_great
30 examples: |
31 - perfect
32 - great
33 - amazing
34 - feeling like a king
35 - wonderful
36

37 - intent: mood_unhappy
38 examples: |
39 - my day was horrible
40 - I am sad
41 - I don't feel very well
42 - I am disappointed
43 - super sad
44 - I'm so sad
45

46 - intent: bot_challenge
47 examples: |
48 - are you a bot?
49 - are you a human?
50 - am I talking to a bot?
51 - am I talking to a human?
52

53 - intent: show_library
54 examples: |
55 - What games do I own?
56 - What are the games do I have?
57 - Please show me my games
58 - Please list the games I own
59 - Show me my library.
60 - What games do I have in my library?
61 - Show me my library
62 - What games do I have?
63

64 - intent: check_balance
65 examples: |
66 - Show me my balance please
67 - How much money I have got left?
68 - What is my current balance?
69 - What is my balance?
70 - How much money do I have in my account?
71

72 - intent: show_available_games
73 examples: |
74 - Show me the available games
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75 - What games are available now?
76 - What games can I buy now?
77 - What games are available?
78 - Show me available games
79

80 - intent: show_cart_items
81 examples: |
82 - What games do I have in the cart?
83 - Show me the list of games in my cart.
84 - Please show me my cart.
85 - What games have been added to cart?
86 - What games have you added to cart?
87 - What games are in my cart?
88 - What are the items now in my cart?
89

90 - intent: add_to_cart
91 examples: |
92 - Add [Ryse: Son of Rome](game) to cart
93 - Add [Darksiders](game), [Vampyr](game) to cart
94 - Add [Horizon Zero Dawn](game), [Red Dead Redemption 2](game) to

cart
95 - Include [Grand Theft Auto V](game) to cart
96 - Add [The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild](game) to cart.
97 - Add [The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt](game) to cart
98 - Add [Metal Gear Solid V: The Phantom Pain](game) to cart.
99 - Include [Spec Ops: The Line](game) to cart.
100 - Add [’Assassins Creed IV: Black Flag](game) to cart.
101 - Add [Monster Hunter: World](game) to cart
102 - Add [Kingdom Come: Deliverance](game) to cart
103 - Add [Dark Souls: Remastered](game) to cart
104 - Add [Vampyr](game) to cart
105 - Add [RAGE](game) to cart.
106

107 - intent: remove_from_cart
108 examples: |
109 - Remove [’Assassins Creed IV: Black Flag](game) from cart
110 - Remove [Sleeping Dogs: Definitive Edition](game) from cart
111 - Remove [DOOM Eternal](game) from cart
112 - Remove [Ryse: Son of Rome](game) from cart
113 - Remove [Ghost of Tsushima](game) from cart
114 - Remove [Darksiders](game), [Vampyr](game) from cart
115 - Exclude [Grand Theft Auto V](game) from cart
116 - Delete [Ryse: Son of Rome](game) and [L.A. Noire](game) from cart
117 - Remove [L.A. Noire](game) from cart
118 - Remove [Vampyr](game) from cart
119 - Delete [Grand Theft Auto V](game) from cart
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120 - Remove [Hellblade: Senua's Sacrifice](game) from cart
121 - Remove [’Assassins Creed IV: Black Flag](game) from cart.
122 - Remove [Monster Hunter: World](game) from cart
123 - Remove [Kingdom Come: Deliverance](game) from cart
124 - Remove [Dark Souls: Remastered](game) from cart
125

126 - intent: remove_game_from_library
127 examples: |
128 - Remove [Darksiders](game) from library
129 - Remove [’Assassins Creed IV: Black Flag](game) from library
130 - Remove [Ghost of Tsushima](game) from library
131 - Remove [Darksiders](game), [Vampyr](game) from library
132 - Remove [Vampyr](game) from library
133

134 - intent: remove_library
135 examples: |
136 - Delete my entire library.
137 - Remove all games from my library.
138 - Remove my library.
139 - Nuke my library.
140 - Get rid of all games from my library.
141 - Nuke my library.
142

143 - intent: remove_all_from_cart
144 examples: |
145 - Please delete my cart
146 - Remove my entire cart
147 - Delete my cart
148 - Remove my cart
149 - Empty my cart
150 - Nuke my cart
151 - Delete everything from cart
152 - Remove everything from cart
153 - Delete all games from cart
154 - Remove all items from cart
155 - Delete my cart entirely
156 - Remove everything from my cart.
157

158 - intent: is_cart_affordable
159 examples: |
160 - Can I afford the games in my cart?
161 - Is the total cost of my cart affordable?
162 - Can I afford this cart?
163 - What is the cost of my current cart?
164 - What is the total cost of my cart?
165
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166 - intent: buy_cart_items
167 examples: |
168 - Checkout
169 - Purchase the games in my cart.
170 - Buy the games in my cart.
171 - I want to buy the games in my cart.
172 - Checkout the items in my cart.
173

174 - intent: add_money
175 examples: |
176 - Add [10](number) euros to my account.
177 - Add [100](number) bucks to my balance.
178 - Include [50](number) bucks to my account.
179

180 - intent: update_preferences
181 examples: |
182 - I would like to update my preferences.
183 - Please update my preferences.
184 - Change my preferences.
185 - Let's change my preferences.
186

187 - intent: nlu_fallback
188 examples: |
189 - [Action](genre)
190

191 - intent: apply_preferance_to_available_games
192 examples: |
193 - Filter available games using my preferances.
194 - Show available games based on my preferances.
195 - Show me available games according to my taste.
196

197 - intent: stop
198 examples: |
199 - I don't want to continue.
200 - Stop.
201 - Let's stop.

Example A.4. Some of the training data
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